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A B S T R A C T   

Unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) can encounter traffic ships while navigating toward the target location. For 
the USVs, collision avoidance (CA) trajectories need to be planned according to the international regulations for 
preventing collisions at sea (COLREGS). A novel trajectory planning approach is proposed for the collision-free 
trajectories planning of USVs in the case of multiship encounters. Unlike the existing trajectory planning ap-
proaches, the proposed approach uses the holistic thinking to simplify the analysis of encounter situations. Ships 
approaching from all sides of the USV are treated as one or two equivalent obstacles based on consistent offset 
velocity direction (COVD) method. Furthermore, planned velocity is designed using the proposed CA strategy 
and kinematic constraints. This strategy is compliant with COLREGS and includes an emergency CA module to 
further ensure a safe distance between the USV and traffic ships. The performance of the proposed trajectory 
planning approach is verified through physical simulations using an existing simulator. The simulation results 
show that the proposed trajectory planning approach can implement multiple USVs to simultaneously avoid 
collisions and reach their respective target positions. Moreover, the approach remains effective when other USVs 
do not follow the COLREGS protocols.   

1. Introduction 

Unmanned surface vehicles (USVs), which are highly autonomous 
ships, are a reliable means of improving the efficiency of water for ap-
plications such as scientific exploration, safety patrols, emergency 
search and rescue, and hydrographic surveys. USVs can encounter 
traffic-ships while navigating toward the target location. To ensure safe 
navigation, USVs must plan collision avoidance (CA) trajectories ac-
cording to international regulations for preventing collisions at sea 
(COLREGS) (International Maritime Organization, 1972). 

Various algorithms have been used to address trajectory planning 
limitations, such as fuzzy logic (Hwang et al., 2001), A* (Loe, 2008), ant 
colony optimization (Tsou and Hsueh, 2010), Dijkstra (Medyna and 
Mąka, 2012), Voronoi diagram (Candeloro et al., 2013), velocity 
obstacle (VO) (Fiorini and Shiller, 1998; Junmin et al., 2021), artificial 
potential field (APF) (Wu et al., 2015; Lyu and Yin, 2019), fast marching 
method (Liu et al., 2015), deep reinforcement learning (Cheng and 
Zhang, 2018), rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT*) (Zaccone and 
Martelli, 2020), and model predictive control (Sun et al., 2022), among 
others. However, most trajectory planning algorithms are designed with 

only static obstacles or a single dynamic obstacle in mind or do not 
incorporate COLREGS. To some extent, this limits the scope of their 
practical applications at sea. 

With the rapid development of ship autonomy and the increasing 
complexity of maritime traffic, the trajectory planning problem in 
multiship encounters has attracted the attention of many scholars, and 
many research outcomes have been proposed to date. A probabilistic 
obstacle processing method based on radar sensor information for target 
tracking considers the measurement and tracking uncertainties and uses 
a grid-based path search algorithm to generate avoidance trajectories 
(Blaich et al., 2015). To search for the optimal global trajectory at a low 
replanning frequency, a fully coupled deliberative planner based on an 
improved RRT* algorithm was proposed (Yang et al., 2019). Global 
deliberative planning uses a multistep look-ahead search to compute a 
global optimal trajectory. Other alternatives include graph-based 
methods such as A* and its variants (LaValle, 2006). The main chal-
lenge that these methods pose is computational efficiency when avoid-
ing collisions. As the dimensionality of the state space and the 
complexity of the environment increase, the computation time increases 
significantly. As a reactive method, the VO method is fast because it does 
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not involve complex coupling. CA is achieved by mapping obstacles into 
the velocity space to form cone-shaped obstacle regions, and selecting 
the appropriate planning velocity outside these regions (Fiorini and 
Shiller, 1998). This method was implemented considering COLREGS and 
was demonstrated in water (Kuwata et al., 2013). Several variants have 
been derived from VO, including the generalized VO (Huang et al., 
2019), probabilistic VO (Kluge and Prassler, 2004), reciprocal VO (Van 
den Berg et al., 2008), hybrid reciprocal VO (Snape et al., 2011), and 
dynamic reciprocal VO method (Kufoalor et al., 2018). It is worth noting 
that the COLREGS provides only fundamental guidelines without 
detailed quantitative criteria. Therefore, in some encounter situations, 
two USVs may experience conflict because of incongruous evasive ac-
tions taken (Zhang et al., 2015; Woerner et al., 2016). To solve this 
problem, a symmetric role classification criterion based on COLREGS 
was proposed, and the probabilistic VO method was applied (Cho et al., 
2020). 

However, some existing trajectory planning approaches consider 
only the ideal encounter situation of traffic ships navigating at a con-
stant velocity. In the real world, both manually operated and automated 
vessels generally adopt CA maneuvers when they encounter collision 
hazards. To make collision-free trajectory planning methods practical, it 
is necessary to assume that traffic ships have a certain level of intelli-
gence. It is also necessary to consider unexpected cases in which these 
ships cannot implement CA measures owing to mechanical failures. In 
addition, existing COLREGS-compliant CA approaches extensively use 
relative bearing and relative course to analyze encounter situations, and 
thus assign stand-on or give-way responsibilities to encountering ships. 
When multiple ships approach a USV from different directions simul-
taneously, the encounter situations can become extremely complex and 
vary. It is difficult to plan safe and effective CA maneuvers for USVs 
using these approaches. Indeed, traditional VO and APF methods do not 
effectively handle such complex encounter situations when considering 
COLREGS. The computational cost of the algorithm increases signifi-
cantly with the complexity of the encounter situations. Thus, in partic-
ularly complex encounters, the USV cannot avoid collisions. In 
summary, it is highly challenging for a USV to implement COLREGS- 
compliant trajectory planning considering the realistic situations, 
particularly when surrounded by multiple ships simultaneously. 

In this study, a novel approach was proposed to solve the trajectory 
planning problem of USVs in multiship encounters. It is assumed that the 
USVs navigate toward their respective target positions with or without 
the proposed trajectory planning approach. Each USV treats the other 
USVs as obstacles. Based on sensor data, a USV performs collision risk 
assessment for each detected obstacle. If there is no collision risk during 
navigation, the USV tracks at the desired velocity. Otherwise, the USV 
enters the CA procedure and plans a collision-free trajectory in real time 
according to the dynamic environment. In the proposed CA approach, 
the designed CA velocity is obtained by adding an offset velocity to the 
desired velocity of the USV, such that the USV can approach the target 
position while avoiding obstacles. The consistent offset velocity direc-
tion (COVD) method is used to determine a suitable offset velocity di-
rection such that the USV has sufficient safe maneuvering space to avoid 
all collision-hazardous obstacles simultaneously. To simplify the anal-
ysis of encounter situations, an equivalent obstacle method is proposed 
to project all collision-hazardous obstacles in the offset velocity direc-
tion. Furthermore, these obstacles are simplified to one or two equiva-
lent obstacles, and the encounter situations were classified into three 
cases. Moreover, a COLREGS-compliant CA strategy was proposed based 
on these three encounter situations. The strategy includes an emergency 
CA module to ensure that a safe distance is maintained between the USV 
and the obstacles. 

This paper has the following main contributions:  

1) A novel reactive trajectory planning method was proposed for USVs 
in multiship encounters. USVs require sufficient space for safe 
maneuvering to avoid all collision-hazardous obstacles approaching 

simultaneously from different directions. In this approach, the COVD 
method is used to determine the appropriate offset velocity direction. 
All collision-hazardous obstacles are projected onto the offset ve-
locity direction to facilitate the design of a suitable offset velocity in 
a multi-obstacle environment. Thus, the two-dimensional collision- 
free trajectory planning problem is simplified into a one-dimensional 
collision-free offset velocity planning problem.  

2) In the proposed CA procedure, the equivalent obstacle concept is 
innovatively presented to simplify the analysis of the encounter sit-
uations. The encounter situations are classified into three cases using 
the proposed equivalent obstacle method.  

3) A COLREGS-compliant CA strategy is proposed based on the above 
three encounter situations. This strategy is effective regardless of 
whether the encountered ships obey COLREGS. 

Section 2 describes the proposed trajectory planning approach. The 
proposed CA procedure is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the 
physical simulations results for the verification of the proposed algo-
rithm. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5. This paper pre-
sents the units according to the System International (SI) standards of 
measurement unless otherwise specified. 

2. Trajectory planning in dynamic environment 

Influenced by the marine environment and trafficking ships, USVs 
require real-time trajectory planning to safely reach their target posi-
tions. A flowchart of the proposed trajectory planning approach is 
shown in Fig. 1. First, the desired velocity of the USV in its current state 
is designed according to the target position. Subsequently, a collision 
risk assessment is performed for the detected obstacles based on the 
sensor data. Obstacles with a collision risk with the USV are marked as 
activated, whereas others are deactivated. When at least one activated 
obstacle is present, the USV enters the proposed CA procedure and de-
termines the CA velocity. The CA procedure is described in detail in 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of proposed trajectory planning approach: The dashed box is 
the CA procedure. 
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Section 3. Finally, the planned velocity satisfying the USV kinematic 
constraints is designed based on the CA velocity or the desired velocity, 
and the planned trajectory point at the next moment is obtained. 

2.1. Design of desired velocity 

Assuming that the target position and the current motion informa-
tion of the USV are available, constant-bearing (CB) guidance was used 
for the USV to move to the target position (Breivik, 2010). The desired 
velocity of the USV can be obtained as 

v→d = Ud
p→t − p→

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ p→t − p→

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦

(1)  

where p→t and p→ denote the target and current USV positions, respec-
tively. Ud denotes the desired approach speed toward the target position. 
‖ • ‖ represents the vector modulus. 

Ud =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Udmax, kp

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ p→t − p→

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ > Udmax

kp

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ p→t − p→

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦, others

(2)  

where Udmax denotes the maximum approach speed toward the target 
position. kp > 0 affects the deceleration behavior of the USV when it 
reaches the target position. 

2.2. Collision risk assessment 

The proposed collision risk assessment algorithm was performed in 
the velocity space using velocity obstacles. Based on the sensor data, 
obstacles detected by the USV in real time were classified as activated or 
deactivated to facilitate the CA procedure. Obstacles with a collision risk 
with the USV are marked as activated, whereas others are considered 
deactivated. 

To facilitate the calculation of the VO, we treated the USV as a point 
and expanded the obstacles (Kuwata et al., 2013). Fig. 2 shows a USV of 

shape A moving with velocity v→, and A = { a→ | a→∈ A}; similarly, an 
obstacle of shape B is considered as moving with velocity v→O, and B =

{ b
→ ⃒

⃒
⃒ b
→

∈ B}. The safe distance between the USV and obstacle bound-

aries is defined as ds. D is a circle with radius ds and D = { d
→ ⃒

⃒
⃒ d
→

∈ D}. 

And VO is expressed by the following set operations: 
Minkowski sum: 

A ⊕ B =
{

a→+ b
→

⃒
⃒
⃒ a→∈ A, b

→
∈ B

}
(3) 

reflection: 

− A = { − a→ | a→∈ A} (4)  

When the USV is treated as a point, the hazardous area of the obstacle 
relative to the USV is 

HUSV
O = B ⊕ D ⊕ − A (5) 

The VO formed by the obstacle in the velocity space of the USV 
relative to the obstacle is then given by 

VOO =

{

v→− v→O

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ λ

(

p→, v→− v→O

)

∩

(

HUSV
O + p→O

)

∕= ∅
}

(6)  

where p→O denotes the position vector of the obstacle. λ( p→, v→− v→O)

denotes the ray starting from position p→ in the direction of v→− v→O. 
The desired relative velocity v→O

d and actual relative velocity v→O of 
the USV relative to the obstacle are expressed as follows: 
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

v→O
d = v→d − v→O

v→O
= v→− v→O

(7)  

When v→O
d ∈ VOO, USV inevitably collides with the expanded obstacle in 

the process of approaching target position with velocity v→d. td denotes 
the time to collision of the USV with an expanded obstacle. In addition, 
when v→O

∈ VOO, the USV may collide with an expanded obstacle in the 
near future. ta denotes the time to collision of the USV with an expanded 

Fig. 2. VO formed by the obstacle relative to USV: When v→− v→O is outside the 
VOO, there is no collision risk between USV and the obstacle. HO = B⊕ D. 
HUSV

O = B ⊕ D ⊕ − A. VOs mentioned later are processed by obstacle expansion. 

Fig. 3. Collision risk assessment: The circle represents the expanded obstacle. 

p→O
L and p→O

R denote the position vectors from USV to left tangent point and right 
tangent point of expanded obstacle, respectively. 
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obstacle. As shown in Fig. 3, td and ta are expressed as 
⎧
⎨

⎩

td =

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ p→O

d

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦

/⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ v→O

d

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦

ta = ‖ p→O
‖/‖ v→O

‖

(8)  

where p→O
d is the position vector from the current position of the USV 

along velocity v→O
d to the boundary of the expanded obstacle. And p→O is 

the position vector from the current position of the USV along the ve-
locity v→O to the boundary of the expanded obstacle. Extremely large td 
and t0 indicate that a long time exists before the USV collides with an 
obstacle. At this time, it is not necessary for the USV to implement the 
CA measures. Therefore, the CA reaction time tr can be used as a 
threshold to determine the risk of collision in the short term. 

In summary, an obstacle is marked as activated if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
⎧
⎨

⎩

v→O
d ∈ VOO

td ≤ tr
or

{
v→O

∈ VOO

ta ≤ tr
(9)  

2.3. Kinematic constraints 

According to the current status of the USV, its desired planned ve-
locity is given by 

v→p0 =

⎧
⎨

⎩

v→c, Collision avoidance

v→d, Non − collision avoidance
(10)  

where v→c denotes the CA velocity obtained using the CA procedure 
described in Section 3. Although the current velocity v→ of the USV 
cannot be switched to v→p0 immediately, it can gradually converge to the 
v→p0 through course angle and speed controls. However, the USV motion 
trajectory may get perturbed if v→p0 is frequently outside the maneu-
verable range of the USV. 

To make the planned trajectory of USV practical and smooth, the 
following constraints are input to the planned course angle Ψp and 
planned speed Vp. 
{

Ψp ∈ [RΨmin,RΨmax]

Vp ∈ [RVmin,RVmax]
(11)  

where RΨmin and RΨmax are the currently reachable minimum and 
maximum course angles, respectively, relative to the current course 
angle Ψ . RVmin and RVmax are the currently reachable minimum and 
maximum translational speeds relative to the current translational speed 
V, and are defined as follows: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

RΨmin = Ψ + WmintΔ

RΨmax = Ψ + WmaxtΔ

RVmin = V + aVmintΔ

RVmax = V + aVmaxtΔ

, (12)  

where Wmin and Wmax denote the minimum and maximum rotational 
speeds, respectively. aVmin and aVmax are the minimum and maximum 
translational accelerations, respectively. tΔ is the time interval. 

Therefore, the designed planned course angle and speed are 
expressed as: 

Ψp =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∠ v→p0, ∠ v→p0 ∈ [RΨmin,RΨmax]

RΨmin,

(

∠ v→p0 − RΨmin

)\

2π > π

RΨmax, others

, (13)  

Vp =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ v→p0

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦,

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ v→p0

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ ∈ [RVmin,RVmax]

RVmin,

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ v→p0

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ < RVmin

RVmax, others

, (14)  

where ∠• ∈ [0,2π) denotes the plane angle between the vector and due 
north (clockwise is positive). The symbol ‘\’ indicates the operation of 
taking the remainder. The planned velocity is expressed as follows: 

v→p =
(
Vp cos Ψp,Vp sin Ψp

)
. (15) 

Further, the planned trajectory point at the next moment is 

p→p = p→+ v→ptΔ.# (16) 

In summary, when m obstacles are detected, the trajectory planning 
process is implemented as shown in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1. Trajectory Planning 

3. Collision avoidance procedure 

This section describes the proposed CA approach in detail. The CA 
procedure only requires the consideration of activated obstacles. In 
general, the designed CA velocity is obtained by adding an offset ve-
locity to the desired velocity of the USV, such that the USV can approach 
the target position while avoiding obstacles. 

We assumed that the number of activated obstacles is n and n is a 
non-negative integer. Oi represents the i-th activated obstacle, where i ∕=

0 and i = 1, 2,…, n. v→Oi
d represents the desired relative velocity of the 

USV with respect to the activated obstacle Oi. lOD represents a straight 
line parallel to the offset velocity. 

3.1. COVD method 

As shown in Fig. 4(a), when a USV moving with v→d is used as a 
reference, activated obstacles approach from all directions around USV 
with − v→Oi

d . In other words, if the USV moves with v→d, it simultaneously 
approaches each activated obstacle at different velocities, as shown in 
Fig. 4(b). For a single obstacle Oi, the USV can avoid obstacle Oi more 
efficiently when the angle between lOD and v→Oi

d is the largest (i.e., 

lOD⊥ v→Oi
d ). For multiple obstacles, the USV must find a suitable offset 

velocity direction such that it has sufficient space for safe maneuver and 
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avoids all activated obstacles simultaneously. Therefore, the angle 

(minimum angle) between lOD and all v→Oi
d should be as large as possible. 

θ represents the set of angles formed between adjacent vectors in the 
set VO

d . 

VO
d =

{

v→O1
d , v→O2

d ,…, v→On
d , − v→O1

d , − v→O2
d ,…, − v→On

d

}

(17)  

θ = {θ1, θ2,…, θ2n} (18) 

The line li bisects θi. The line lmax bisects θmax, where θmax is the 
maximum value in the set θ. In a general case, as shown in Fig. 5(a), we 
can design lOD = lmax. However, in certain special cases, as shown in 
Fig. 5(b), more than one lmax value corresponds to θmax. Owing to the 
physical features of the USV dynamics, it is easier to change the course 
angle than to change the speed. Steering is prioritized over acceleration 
and deceleration to facilitate the CA maneuver of USV. Therefore, the 
following cost function was designed to select a suitable lOD. 

JOD(li) = θi + wβi, (19)  

where w is the weight. βi is the angle between li and v→d. The lOD obtained 
using these parameters is expressed as 

lOD = argmax
li

JOD(li) (20)  

3.2. Equivalent obstacle method 

In general, a USV must analyze the encounter scenario to perform 
appropriate CA maneuvers. The encounter scenario becomes extremely 
complex when multiple activated obstacles approach the USV from 
different directions. In this study, we used holistic thinking to simplify 
the analysis of encounter situations. In other words, the activated ob-
stacles approaching from all sides of the USV were treated as one or two 
equivalent obstacles, according to the offset velocity direction. 

We assumed that multiple activated obstacles simultaneously 
approached the USV from different directions, as shown in Fig. 6. The 
coordinate axis OD was established in the positive direction, in the same 
direction as OD̅→. OD̅→ represents the unit vector parallel to lOD and its 
direction points to the right of v→d. The obstacles can be divided into two 
parts with lOD as the boundary: forward and rear obstacles. Obstacles 
satisfying the following conditions were marked as forward obstacles 
and others were considered as rear obstacles. 
(

∠ v→Oi
d − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]. (21) 

The category of Oi is denoted by DOi. 

DOi =

{
1, forward obstacle

− 1, rear obstacle
(22) 

First, we analyzed the case of a USV avoiding a single forward 
obstacle. To facilitate the determination of the offset velocity of the USV 

Fig. 4. USV encounters multiple activated obstacles: lOD represents the straight line parallel to the offset velocity.  

Fig. 5. Determination of the direction of offset velocity.  
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during CA, we projected Oi onto the OD axis, as shown in Fig. 7(a). v→Oi
ODL 

and v→Oi
ODR are the critical offset velocities and can be obtained from the 

following conditions: 
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

v→Oi
ODL ‖ OD̅→

v→Oi
d + v→Oi

ODL ‖ p→Oi
L

and

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

v→Oi
ODR ‖ OD̅→

v→Oi
d + v→Oi

ODR ‖ p→Oi
R

, (23)  

where the symbol ‘‖’ indicates parallel. The projections of v→Oi
ODL and 

v→Oi
ODR on the OD axis are expressed as: 

ODOi
ODL = v→Oi

ODL⋅OD̅→
, (24)  

ODOi
ODR = v→Oi

ODR⋅OD̅→
. (25) 

Therefore, the projection of Oi onto the OD axis can be expressed as 

the value range ODOi. The choice of the offset velocity should avoid 
ODOi⋅OD̅→. 

ODOi =
{

odOi
⃒
⃒ odOi ∈

(
ODOi

min,ODOi
max

)}
, (26)  

where ODOi
min and ODOi

max denote the minimum and maximum values in 
the range ODOi. These are expressed as 
⎧
⎨

⎩

ODOi
min = min

(
ODOi

ODL,ODOi
ODR

)

ODOi
max = max

(
ODOi

ODL,ODOi
ODR

) . (27)    

1) If the USV turns toward the starboard to pass Oi on its port side, the 
ODOi gradually moves to the left and expands as the USV approaches 
Oi. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 7(b), the value of ODOi

ODL becomes 
infinitesimal when the following conditions are satisfied. 

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DOi = 1
(

∠
(

p→Oi − p→
)

− ∠ v→Oi
d

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]
(

∠ p→Oi
L − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [0, π]

, (28)  

where p→Oi and p→ denote the current positions of Oi and the USV, 
respectively. Further, ODOi

ODR becomes infinitesimal when the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DOi = 1
(

∠
(

p→Oi − p→
)

− ∠ v→Oi
d

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]
(

∠ p→Oi
R − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [0, π]

. (29)    

2) If the USV turns to the port to pass Oi on its starboard side, the ODOi 

gradually moves right and expands as the USV approaches Oi. As 
shown in Fig. 7(c), ODOi

ODL and ODOi
ODR become infinite when condi-

tions (30) and (31) are satisfied. 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DOi = 1
(

∠
(

p→Oi − p→
)

− ∠ v→Oi
d

)\

2π ∈ [0, π]
(

∠ p→Oi
L − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [0, π]

, (30)  

Fig. 6. Activated obstacles are divided into two parts: forward and 
rear obstacles. 

Fig. 7. USV avoids single forward obstacle.  
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⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DOi = 1
(

∠
(

p→Oi − p→
)

− ∠ v→Oi
d

)\

2π ∈ [0, π]
(

∠ p→Oi
R − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [0, π]

. (31) 

Therefore, (24) and (25) can be transformed to 

ODOi
ODL =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

− ∞, (28) is satisfied
+∞, (30) is satisfied

v→Oi
ODL⋅OD̅→

, others
(32)  

ODOi
ODR =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

− ∞, (29) is satisfied
+∞, (31) is satisfied

v→Oi
ODR⋅OD̅→

, others
(33) 

We then analyzed the case of a USV that avoids a single rear obstacle. 
As previously mentioned, we projected Oi onto the OD axis, as shown in 
Fig. 8(a).  

1) If the USV turns toward the starboard to pass Oi on its port side, the 
ODOi gradually moves to the left and expands as the USV approaches 
Oi. As shown in Fig. 8(b), ODOi

ODL and ODOi
ODR become infinitesimal 

when conditions (34) and (35) are satisfied. 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DOi = − 1
(

∠
(

p→Oi − p→
)

− ∠ v→Oi
d

)\

2π ∈ [0, π]
(

∠ p→Oi
L − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]

(34)  

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DOi = − 1
(

∠
(

p→Oi − p→
)

− ∠ v→Oi
d

)\

2π ∈ [0, π]
(

∠ p→Oi
R − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]

. (35)    

2) If the USV turns to the port to pass Oi on its starboard side, the ODOi 

gradually moves to the right and expands as the USV approaches Oi. 
As shown in Fig. 8(c), ODOi

ODL and ODOi
ODR become infinite when con-

ditions (36) and (37) are satisfied. 

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DOi = − 1
(

∠
(

p→Oi − p→
)

− ∠ v→Oi
d

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]
(

∠ p→Oi
L − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]

(36)  

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DOi = − 1
(

∠
(

p→Oi − p→
)

− ∠ v→Oi
d

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]
(

∠ p→Oi
R − ∠OD̅→

)\

2π ∈ [π, 2π]

. (37) 

In summary, for a single activated obstacle Oi approaching the USV 
from any direction, its projection on the OD axis can be solved using (26) 
and (27). Here, ODOi

ODL and ODOi
ODR can be expressed as 

ODOi
ODL =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

− ∞, (28) or (34) is satisfied
+∞, (30) or (36) is satisfied

v→Oi
ODL⋅OD̅→

, others
(38)  

ODOi
ODR =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

− ∞, (29) or (35) is satisfied
+∞, (31) or (37) is satisfied

v→Oi
ODR⋅OD̅→

, others
. (39) 

Finally, we analyzed the case of a USV encountering multiple acti-
vated obstacles simultaneously. Existing COLREGS-compliant CA 
methods extensively use relative bearing and relative course to analyze 
encounter situations and thus assign give-way or stand-on re-
sponsibilities to USV. When there are multiple obstacles to the 
approaching USV from different directions, there can be various 
encounter situations. These methods can become highly complex when 
analyzing encounter situations. 

To simplify the analysis of the encounter situations, all forward ob-
stacles were projected onto the OD axis and simplified to the forward- 
equivalent obstacle EOf , as shown in Fig. 9(a). Similarly, all the rear 
obstacles were projected onto the OD axis and simplified to the rear- 
equivalent obstacle EOr, as shown in Fig. 9(b). 
⎧
⎨

⎩

EOf =
{

eof
⃒
⃒ eof ∈

(
EOf

min,EOf
max

)}

EOr =
{

eor
⃒
⃒ eor ∈

(
EOr

min,EOr
max

)} , (40)  

where EOf
min and EOf

max denote the minimum and maximum EOf values, 
and EOr

min and EOr
max denote the minimum and maximum values of EOr. 

They are expressed as 

Fig. 8. USV avoids single rear obstacle.  
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⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

EOf
min = min

(
⋃n

i=1
ODfOi

)

EOf
max = max

(
⋃n

i=1
ODfOi

) , (41)  

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

EOr
min = min

(
⋃n

i=1
ODrOi

)

EOr
max = max

(
⋃n

i=1
ODrOi

) , (42)  

where ODfOi and ODrOi denote the projections of the forward and rear 
obstacles on the OD axis, respectively. These are expressed as follows: 

ODfOi =

⎧
⎨

⎩

ODOi, DOi = 1 ∧ ODOi
min ∕= ODOi

max

∅, others
(43)  

ODrOi =

⎧
⎨

⎩

ODOi, DOi = − 1 ∧ ODOi
min ∕= ODOi

max

∅, others
(44) 

In summary, there are three encounter situations for the USV in the 
proposed CA procedure.  

1) Encounter situation S = 1. 

When ∀i = 1, …, n, DOi = 1, the USV must avoid the forward- 
equivalent obstacle EOf only, that is, the choice of offset velocity v→OD 
should satisfy 

v→OD⋅OD̅→
∕∈ EOf (45)    

2) Encounter situation S = − 1. 

When ∀i = 1,…,n,DOi = − 1, the USV must avoid the rear equivalent 
obstacle EOr only, that is, the choice of offset velocity v→OD should satisfy 

v→OD⋅OD̅→
∕∈ EOr (46)    

3) Encounter situation S = 0. 

When ∃i, j = 1,…,n,DOi = 1 ∧ DOj = − 1, the USV must avoid both 
the forward equivalent obstacle EOf and the rear equivalent obstacle 

EOr, that is, the choice of offset velocity v→OD should satisfy 

v→OD⋅OD̅→
∕∈ EOf ∪ EOr (47)  

3.3. COLREGS-compliant collision avoidance strategy 

COLREGS 13–17 state a set of compliant actions that a ship can take 
in three ship encounter situations: head-on, crossing, and overtaking. 
Despite such regulations, implementing the simultaneous collision 
avoidance of multiple USVs may not be simple because COLREGS pro-
vides only fundamental guidelines without detailed quantitative 
criteria. To facilitate evasive USV actions in multi-USV encounter situ-
ations, the following assumptions were made in this study based on 
COLREGS 13–17:  

1) According to COLREGS 14, when a USV approaches an obstacle 
head-on, it turns toward the starboard to pass through the obstacle 
on its port side, as shown in Fig. 10(a).  

2) According to COLREGS 15, when a USV crosses from the port side of 
an obstacle, it turns toward the starboard to pass through the 
obstacle on its port side, as shown in Fig. 10(b).  

3) According to COLREGS 15–17, when a USV crosses the starboard 
side of an obstacle, it should stand on or turn toward the starboard to 
pass the obstacle on its port side. Considering that obstacles 
responsible for giving way may not comply with COLREGS or evade 
too late, the USV takes CA measures for all activated obstacles based 
on the results of the collision risk assessment. Therefore, when 
crossing the starboard side of an activated obstacle, the USV turns 
toward the starboard to pass through the obstacle on its port side, as 
shown in Fig. 10(c).  

4) Although COLREGS 13 allows overtaking on the port or starboard 
side of the USV, the convention on water requires that the overtaking 
USV should pass obstacles on its port side. Therefore, when an 
obstacle is overtaken, the USV turns on the starboard to pass the 
obstacle on its port side, as shown in Fig. 10(d).  

5) According to COLREGS 13 and 17, when overtaken by an obstacle, 
the USV should stand on or turn toward the starboard or port to pass 
the obstacle. Combining the former two assumptions and considering 
that the CA strategy requires symmetry to guarantee the matching 
role of the USV and obstacle, the USV turns to the port to pass the 
obstacle on its starboard side when overtaken by an obstacle, as 
shown in Fig. 10(e). 

Consequently, for a single activated obstacle Oi approaching the USV 

Fig. 9. Equivalent obstacles: (a) all forward obstacles are projected onto OD axis and simplified to forward equivalent obstacle EOf . (b) all rear obstacles are 
projected onto OD-axis and simplified to rear equivalent obstacle EOr . 
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from any direction, the USV avoids it from the right side of v→Oi
d . How-

ever, for multiple obstacles simultaneously approaching the USV, the 
USV may not be able to satisfy COLREGS. In this case, the USV prefer-
entially avoids one of the obstacles. Subsequently, the above assump-
tions were applied to the proposed equivalent obstacle method. 

3.3.1. CA strategy based on equivalent obstacle method 
The CA velocity, which is designed based on the proposed equivalent 

obstacle method, can be expressed as v→dO. 

v→dO = v→d + v→OD (48)  

where v→OD is the offset velocity parallel to the straight line lOD, and v→OD 
is designed based on three different encounter situations.  

1) Encounter situation S = 1. 

The USV passes all the forward obstacles on its port side. To reduce 
the deviation from the desired trajectory during CA, the offset velocity 
was designed as 

v→OD =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0⋅OD̅→
, EOf

max ≤ 0

EOf
max⋅OD̅→

, others
(49)    

2) Encounter situation S = − 1. 

The USV passes all the rear obstacles on its starboard side. To reduce 
the deviation from the desired trajectory during CA, the offset velocity 
was designed as 

v→OD =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0⋅OD̅→
, EOr

min ≥ 0

EOr
min⋅OD̅→

, others
. (50)    

3) Encounter situation S = 0. 
a) When EOf

max > EOr
min, USV cannot simultaneously satisfy the COL-

REGS with each activated obstacle, as shown in Fig. 11 (a). The USV 
prioritizes turning toward the starboard to pass all the activated 
obstacles on its port side. The offset velocity is designed as 

Fig. 10. Assumptions based on COLREGS 13–17: the red and black ships represent USVs and obstacles, respectively.  

Fig. 11. Encounter situation S = 0: USV must avoid the forward equivalent obstacle EOf and rear equivalent obstacle EOr . For presentation purposes, EOf and EOr 

are shown in the same parse chart. 
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v→OD =

{
0⋅OD̅→

, max
(
EOf ∪ EOr) ≤ 0

max
(
EOf ∪ EOr)⋅OD̅→

, others
. (51)    

b) When EOf
max ≤ EOr

min, the USV passes all the forward obstacles on its 
port side and all the rear obstacles on its starboard side, as shown in 
Fig. 11(b). To reduce the deviation from the desired trajectory during 
CA, the offset velocity was designed as 

v→OD =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0⋅OD̅→ EOf
max ≤ 0 ≤ EOr

min

EOf
max⋅OD̅→ EOf

max > 0

EOr
min⋅OD̅→ others

. (52)  

3.3.2. CA strategy in emergency situations 
Although the USV can avoid obstacles by tracking the designed CA 

velocity v→dO, it may enter hazardous obstacle areas because of distur-
bances in the marine environment and the self-motion control errors of 
the USVs. To further ensure that a safe distance can be maintained be-
tween the USV and obstacles, an emergency CA module was added. In 
situations in which the USV is about to enter a hazardous area of an 
obstacle or is already in the hazardous area, the COLREGS-compliant 
emergency CA velocity was designed based on the actual velocity of 
the USV relative to the obstacle. Because this emergency CA module 
complements the above CA strategy, the emergency CA velocity was 
designed by considering only one activated obstacle. 

To be consistent with the above CA strategy, the USV avoids Oi from 

the left side of v→Oi when (53) is satisfied. Otherwise, the USV avoids Oi 

from the right side of v→Oi. v→Oi denotes the actual relative velocity of 
USV relative to Oi. 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

S = 0
EOf

max > EOr
min

DOi = − 1
(53)  

VOOi represents the obstacle velocity of Oi in the velocity space of the 
USV relative to Oi. dOi and ds denote the actual and safe distances be-
tween the USV and Oi boundaries, respectively. dOi is expressed as 

dOi =

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ p→Oi − p→

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ − ROi + ds (54)  

where ROi is the distance from p→Oi along p→− p→Oi to the boundary of the 
expanded Oi. Changing the relative course of a USV is typically the most 

effective way to avoid collisions in an emergency. v→Oi
eOi denotes the 

emergency CA velocity of the USV relative to obstacle Oi.  

1) When the following conditions are satisfied, the USV is considered to 
nearly enter the hazardous area of Oi. 

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

dOi ≥ ds

v→Oi
∈ VOOi

taOi ≤ te

(55)  

where taOi = ‖ p→Oi
‖ /‖ v→Oi

‖ is the time to collision of the USV with the 
expanded Oi, as shown in (8). p→Oi denotes the position vector from the 

current position of the USV along the velocity v→Oi to the boundary of the 
expanded Oi. Threshold te < tr is used to determine whether the USV is 
about to enter a hazardous area of Oi.  

a) If (53) is not satisfied, then the USV avoids Oi from the right side of 

v→Oi. v→Oi
eOi was selected by rotating v→Oi to the right, parallel to p→Oi

R , as 

shown in Fig. 12(a). Therefore, v→Oi
eOi can be obtained using the 

following conditions: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

v→Oi
eOi ‖ p→Oi

R⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ v→Oi

eOi

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ = ‖ v→Oi

‖

v→Oi
eOi⋅ p→Oi

R > 0

(56)    

b) If (53) is satisfied, then the USV avoids Oi from the left side of v→Oi. 
v→Oi

eOi was selected by rotating v→Oi to the left, parallel to p→Oi
L , as 

shown in Fig. 12(b). Therefore, v→Oi
eOi can be obtained using the 

following conditions: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

v→Oi
eOi ‖ p→Oi

L⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ v→Oi

eOi

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ = ‖ v→Oi

‖

v→Oi
eOi⋅ p→Oi

L > 0

(57)    

2) When the following conditions are satisfied, the USV is considered to 
be already in a hazardous area of Oi. 

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

dOi < ds

v→Oi⋅
(

p→Oi − p→
)

> 0
(58)    

a) If (53) is not satisfied, then the USV avoids Oi from the right side of 

v→Oi. v→Oi
eOi was selected by rotating v→Oi to the right, perpendicular to 

( p→Oi − p→), as shown in Fig. 13(a). Therefore, v→Oi
eOi can be obtained 

using the following conditions: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

v→Oi
eOi⊥

(

p→Oi − p→
)

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ v→Oi

eOi

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ = ‖ v→Oi

‖

(

∠ v→Oi
eOi − ∠

(

p→Oi − p→
))\

2π < π

(59)    

b) If (53) is satisfied, then the USV avoids Oi from the left side of v→Oi. 

v→Oi
eOi was selected by rotating v→Oi to the left, perpendicular to ( p→Oi −

p→), as shown in Fig. 13(b). Therefore, v→Oi
eOi can be obtained using the 

following conditions: 
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⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

v→Oi
eOi⊥

(

p→Oi − p→
)

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ v→Oi

eOi

⃦
⃦
⃦
⃦ = ‖ v→Oi

‖

(

∠ v→Oi
eOi − ∠

(

p→Oi − p→
))\

2π > π

(60) 

Therefore, for each activated obstacle, the emergency CA velocity 
designed based on the proposed CA strategy can be expressed as v→eOi. 

v→eOi =

⎧
⎨

⎩

v→+ v→Oi
eOi − v→Oi

, (55) or (58)is satisfied
v→, others

(61) 

Furthermore, when there are multiple activated obstacles that 
require emergency CA, the USV should prioritize avoiding obstacles 

with the highest collision risk. Therefore, the following cost function 
was established: 

Je

(

v→eOi

)

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

dOi, (58)is satisfied

ds + taOi, (55)is satisfied

+∞, others

(62) 

For all activated obstacles, the emergency CA velocity is designed as 

v→eO = argmin
v→eOi

Je

(

v→eOi

)

(63) 

In summary, the CA velocity designed based on the proposed CA 
strategy can be expressed as follows: 

Fig. 12. Emergency CA: USV is about to enter the hazardous area of Oi. The circle represents the expanded obstacle.  

Fig. 13. Emergency CA: USV is already in the hazardous area of Oi. The circle represents the expanded obstacle.  
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v→c =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

v→eO, min Je

(

v→eOi

)

∕= +∞

v→dO, others
. (64)  

When n obstacles are activated, the design process of v→c is implemented 
as shown in Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2. Design Collision Avoidance Velocity 

4. Simulation results 

In this section, the simulation results for several typical multiship 
encounters are presented. Throughout the simulations, it was assumed 
that each USV considered the other USVs as obstacles. The update fre-

quency of the motion information of the USV and obstacles was 10 Hz (i. 
e., tΔ = 0.1). The algorithm was implemented using Python and run in 
an existing simulator using a laptop with an Intel (R) Core (TM) i5- 
9300H 2.40 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. The simulator was devel-
oped using Unity, which is a 3D engine tool. The data between the 
simulator and the proposed algorithm were transmitted in the form of 
messages via network communication. 

We used the same USV model with the dimensions of 9 × 4 (length ×
width) and 3000 mass, as shown in Fig. 14(a). In the algorithm, the 
shape of the USV was simplified to a circle with a radius of 5 m, as shown 
in Fig. 14(b). The safe distance was set to ds = 4. The kinematic con-
straints of the USVs when avoiding collisions were designed as [Wmin,

Wmax, aVmin, aVmax] = [ − 0.2,0.2, − 1,1]. A rectangular coordinate sys-
tem was established with 123◦ east longitude, 28◦ north latitude as the 
origin, and the X axis pointing to the north. The basic parameters for the 
trajectory-planning set for the seven USVs are listed in Table 1tbl1, 
including the start position p→s, target position p→t, desired approach 
speed Ud, and initial heading angle H0. 

4.1. Encounter situation S = 1 

The simulations included USV0, USV3, USV4, and USV6. As shown in 
Fig. 15(a), the USVs initially approach their target positions directly. 
When at least one activated obstacle is detected through the collision 
risk assessment described in Section 2.2, the USVs change course and 
perform the CA maneuver conforming to COLREGS according to Algo-
rithm 2. After no activated obstacles exist, the USVs’ velocities gradually 
restored to their desired velocities under the kinematic constraints 
described in Section 2.3. Subsequently, the USVs continue to approach 
their respective target positions directly. According to the equivalent 
obstacle method proposed in Section 3.2, USV3, USV4, and USV6 can be 
considered as forward obstacles for USV0. The screenshots of the CA 

Fig. 14. USV model used in the simulator. In the proposed CA approach, the shape of USV is simplified to a circle.  

Table 1 
BASIC PARAMETERS FOR TRAJECTORY PLANNING SET FOR THE SEVEN USVS.  

Name p→s p→t Ud H0 

USV0 (-78, − 78) (162, 162) 4
̅̅̅
2

√ 0.25π 
USV1 (81, − 238) (81, 242) 8 0.5π 
USV2 (-238, 83) (242, 83) 8 0 
USV3 (241, − 79) (1, 161) 4

̅̅̅
2

√ 0.75π 
USV4 (-77, 243) (163, 3) 4

̅̅̅
2

√ 1.75π 
USV5 (-239, − 237) (241,243) 8

̅̅̅
2

√ 0.25π 
USV6 (243, 241) (3, 1) 4

̅̅̅
2

√ 1.25π  
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process in Fig. 16 show that USV0 turns toward the starboard to pass all 
obstacles on its port side according to the CA strategy proposed in Sec-
tion 3.3. USV0 maintains a safe distance from the obstacles during the 
entire movement, as shown in Fig. 15(b). 

4.2. Encounter situation S = − 1 

The simulations included USV0, USV1, and USV5. As shown in 
Fig. 17(a), the USVs initially approach their respective target positions 
directly. When at least one activated obstacle is detected through the 
collision risk assessment described in Section 2.2, the USVs change 
course and perform the CA maneuver conforming to COLREGS 

Fig. 15. Actual trajectories of all USVs and actual distances between USV0 and each obstacle: start positions are marked by ◯. Target positions are marked by ✰. dij 
denotes the actual distance between USV i boundary and USV j boundary. The upper limit of dij is set to 10 for the convenience of showing the results. 

Fig. 16. Screenshots of collision avoidance process: the solid line segments represent the trajectories that the USVs have traveled in the past 3 seconds. The solid line 
circles represent simplified USVs. The radius of the dashed circle is equal to the radius of the simplified USV 0 in addition to the safety distance. 

Fig. 17. Actual trajectories of all USVs and actual distances between USV0 and each obstacle: start positions are marked by ◯. Target positions are marked by ✰. dij 
denotes the actual distance between USV i boundary and USV j boundary. The upper limit of dij is set to 10 for the convenience of showing the results. 
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according to Algorithm 2. After no activated obstacles exist, the USVs’ 
velocities gradually restored to their desired velocities under the kine-
matic constraints described in Section 2.3. Subsequently, the USVs 
continue to approach their respective target positions directly. Accord-
ing to the equivalent obstacle method proposed in Section 3.2, USV1 and 
USV5 can be considered as rear obstacles for USV0. The screenshots of 
the CA process in Fig. 18 show that USV0 turns to the port to pass all 
obstacles on its starboard side, according to the CA strategy proposed in 
Section 3.3. USV0 maintains a safe distance from the obstacles during 
the entire movement, as shown in Fig. 17(b) 

4.3. Encounter situation S = 0 

4.3.1. Being sandwiched 
In this section, we consider the situation in which USV0 is sand-

wiched between USV5 and USV6 from the bow and stern, respectively. 
According to the assumptions in Fig. 10, USV0 should turn to the port to 
pass USV5 on its starboard side and simultaneously turn toward the 
starboard to pass USV6 on its port side. The conflicting responsibilities 
of USV0 can be resolved using the CA strategy proposed in Section 3.3.1 
(Encounter situation S = 0). If USV5 or USV6 does not comply with 
COLREGS, the following four cases are analyzed:  

1) The simulation results when neither USV5 nor USV6 complies with 
COLREGS are shown in Fig. 19. As shown in Fig. 19(a), USV0 initially 
approaches the target positions directly. When at least one activated 
obstacle is detected through the collision risk assessment described 

in Section 2.2, the USV0 changes course and performs the CA ma-
neuver conforming to COLREGS according to Algorithm 2. After no 
activated obstacles exist, the USV0 velocity gradually restored to the 
desired velocity under the kinematic constraints described in Section 
2.3. Subsequently, the USV0 continues to approach the target posi-
tion directly. USV0 turns toward the starboard to pass all the ob-
stacles on its port side according to the CA strategy proposed in 
Section 3.3. USV0 maintains a safe distance from the obstacles dur-
ing the entire movement, as shown in Fig. 19(b)  

2) The simulation results when USV5 does not comply with COLREGS 
are shown in Fig. 20. As in Case 1, according to the CA strategy 
proposed in Section 3.3, USV0 turns toward the starboard to pass 
USV5 on its port side. USV0 maintains a safe distance from the ob-
stacles during the entire movement, as shown in Fig. 20(b).  

3) The simulation results when USV6 does not comply with COLREGS 
are shown in Fig. 21. As shown in Fig. 21(a), USV0 performs the CA 
maneuver conforming to COLREGS after encountering obstacles, and 
finally reaches the target positions. USV0 turns toward the starboard 
to avoid all obstacles according to the CA strategy proposed in Sec-
tion 3.3. Similarly, USV5 turns into a starboard. After USV5 makes 
sufficient avoidance maneuvers (EOf

max ≤ 0 ≤ EOr
min), there is no 

need for USV0 to continue turning toward the starboard. Therefore, 
USV0 continues to move toward the target position at the desired 
speed. USV0 maintains a safe distance from the obstacles during the 
entire movement, as shown in Fig. 21(b).  

4) The simulation results when both USV5 and USV6 comply with 
COLREGS are shown in Fig. 22. Similar to Case 3, according to the 

Fig. 18. Screenshots of collision avoidance process: the solid line segments represent trajectories that the USVs have traveled in the past 3 seconds. The solid line 
circles represent simplified USVs. The radius of the dashed circle is equal to the radius of the simplified USV0 in addition to the safety distance. 

Fig. 19. The case of both USV5 and USV6 do not comply with COLREGS: (a) actual trajectories of all USVs. (b) actual distances between USV0 and each obstacle. 
Start positions are marked by ◯. Target positions are marked by ✰. dij denotes the actual distance between USV i boundary and USV j boundary. The upper limit of 
dij is set to 10 for the convenience of showing the results. 
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Fig. 20. The case of USV5 does not comply with COLREGS: (a) actual trajectories of all USVs. (b) actual distances between USV0 and each obstacle. Start positions 
are marked by ◯. Target positions are marked by ✰. dij denotes the actual distance between USV i boundary and USV j boundary. The upper limit of dij is set to 10 
for the convenience of showing the results. 

Fig. 21. The case of USV6 does not comply with COLREGS: (a) actual trajectories of all USVs. (b) actual distances between USV0 and each obstacle. Start positions 
are marked by ◯. Target positions are marked by ✰. dij denotes the actual distance between USV i boundary and USV j boundary. The upper limit of dij is set to 10 
for the convenience of showing the results. 

Fig. 22. The case of both USV5 and USV6 comply with COLREGS: (a) actual trajectories of all USVs. (b) actual distances between USV0 and each obstacle. Start 
positions are marked by ◯. Target positions are marked by ✰. dij denotes the actual distance between USV i boundary and USV j boundary. The upper limit of dij is 
set to 10 for the convenience of showing the results. 
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proposed CA strategy in Section 3.3, USV0 does not continue to turn 
toward the starboard to avoid all obstacles. After USV5 and USV6 
make sufficient avoidance maneuvers (EOf

max ≤ 0 ≤ EOr
min), USV0 

continues to move toward the target position. USV0 maintains a safe 
distance from the obstacles during the entire movement, as shown in 
Fig. 22(b). 

4.3.2. Being surrounded 
In this section, we consider the situation in which USV0 is sur-

rounded and approached by six USVs from all sides. As shown in Fig. 23 
(a), the USVs initially approach their target positions. When at least one 
activated obstacle is detected through the collision risk assessment 
described in Section 2.2, the USVs change course and perform the CA 
maneuver conforming to COLREGS according to Algorithm 2. After no 

activated obstacles exist, the USVs’ velocities gradually restored to their 
desired velocities under the kinematic constraints described in Section 
2.3. Subsequently, the USVs continue to approach their respective target 
positions directly. According to the equivalent obstacle method pro-
posed in Section 3.2, the other USVs can be considered as two equivalent 
obstacles for USV0. The screenshots of the CA process in Fig. 24 show 
that USV0 turns toward the starboard to avoid all obstacles according to 
the CA strategy proposed in Section 3.3. After other USVs perform suf-
ficient avoidance maneuvers, USV0 continues to move toward the target 
position. USV0 maintains a safe distance from the obstacles during the 
entire movement, as shown in Fig. 23(b). In addition, the other USVs 
maintain a safe distance from the obstacles they detected, as shown in 
Fig. 25. 

To summarize, the simulation results from Section 4.1 and Section 

Fig. 23. Actual trajectories of all USVs and actual distances between USV0 and each obstacle: start positions are marked by ◯. Target positions are marked by ✰. dij 
denotes the actual distance between USV i boundary and USV j boundary. The upper limit of dij is set to 10 for the convenience of showing the results. 

Fig. 24. Screenshots of collision avoidance process: the solid line segments represent trajectories that the USVs have traveled in the past 3 seconds. The solid line 
circles represent simplified USVs. The radius of the dashed circle is equal to the radius of the simplified USV in addition to the safety distance. 
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4.2 demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed equivalent obstacle 
method. The simulation results from Section 4.3.1 show that the pro-
posed collision avoidance strategy remains effective when other USVs 
do not comply by the COLREGS. In addition, the robustness of the 
proposed trajectory planning approach was verified by an example of 
the simultaneous collision avoidance of multiple USVs (Section 4.3.2). 

5. Conclusion, limitations, and future work 

This study addresses the trajectory planning problem of USVs in 
multiship encounters. In the proposed trajectory planning approach, the 
equivalent obstacle concept is innovatively presented to simplify the 
analysis of encounter situations. A COLREGS-compliant CA strategy was 
presented based on the proposed equivalent obstacle method. The 
strategy includes an emergency CA module to ensure that a safe distance 
is maintained between the USV and traffic ships. The performance of the 
proposed trajectory planning approach was verified through physical 
simulations using an existing simulator. Furthermore, the approach re-
mains effective when other ships ignore their responsibilities under 
COLREGS. 

The trajectory planning algorithm proposed in this study does not 
consider the packet loss of sensor data or impaired maneuverability of 
the USV. Packet loss of sensor data can affect the maintenance of a safe 
distance between the USV and obstacles to a certain extent. A USV with 
impaired maneuverability may collide with obstacles because of its 
inability to track a planned CA trajectory efficiently. 

In future work, we plan to develop collision-free trajectories for USVs 
with impaired maneuverability in the presence of packet loss from 
sensor data. Additionally, different ocean topographies will be 
considered. 
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